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Outline

● exam review
● recursion
● binary search
● stacks
● queues
● infix, prefix, and postfix expressions
● random numbers
● binary trees
● binary search trees
● tree traversal
● lambda expressions
● heaps
● runtime analysis
● ability to implement needed methods
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exam review

● format similar to last exam
● material from lecture notes (including in-class 

exercises), book, assignments, quizzes
● for the book, all the material in Chapters 4.1-

4.3, 4.5-4.8, 5-5.6, 6-6.6
● must also be familiar with the material 

presented before exam 1, i.e. review the 
material (and the exam)
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review of recursion

● recursion is useful when we have a problem 
that:
● has an easy solution for some base cases, and
● for all other cases, has a solution that can be 

expressed in terms of solving a problem that is 
closer to the base case. 

● the problem that is closer to the base case is 
often a smaller problem
● e.g., smaller value of n
● e.g., linked list shorter by one node
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coding recursion

● recursion in Java (and in most languages) is 
only available at the level of methods

● the parameters of the method encode the 
problem, and must be different on each call 

● on each recursive call, the parameters must 
come closer to the base case
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recursion is easier than loops for:

● anything that requires reversing the order of something:
● in printing a number, the high-order digits should be printed 

first, but using modulo, the low-order digits are more easily 
accessible

● printing a linked list in reverse order. 
● operation on recursive data structures such as linked 

lists or trees
● tree traversal

● except breadth-first traversal
● in-class exercise: write a recursive method to print a 

linked list in reverse order
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in many cases
recursion is equivalent to loops

● repeated operations can be usually implemented as 
either loops or recursive methods

● in most of these cases it doesn't matter much whether 
the solution is recursive or iterative (except as 
required on assignments and exams, or by your boss)

● operations on arrays
● binary search
● arbitrary (terminating) loops
● iterators benefit less from recursion than inline loops
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infinite recursion

● each recursive call pushes on the stack the 
parameters of the call, and the return address (non-
recursive calls do the same)

● the stack is finite, and may only be a few megabytes
● if the stack is filled before the recursion ends, the 

program is terminated with stack overflow
● to avoid infinite recursion, each recursive call must 

come closer to a base case
● this is easy to guarantee on non-circular recursive 

data structures
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binary search

● searching in a sorted array
● guaranteed logarithmic time
● look in the middle,
● select left or right half,
● and repeat until found or guaranteed not found
● always need two indices (fingers) to keep track of the start and 

end of the sub-array where the item may still be found
● recursive or iterative implementation: same performance, about 

same level of difficulty
● for exam, be able to code binary search (and to tell it apart from 

a binary search tree, and from searching in a binary search tree)
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stacks

● Last-In First-Out (LIFO) data structures
● two main implementations:

● fixed-size (or variable-size) array: instance variables include array, 
index to top element

● singly-linked list: pointers to first and last node in queue
● be able to implement push, pop, and size for any of these
● main operations are constant time -- the only linear time 

operation is to increase the array size when pushing new 
data

● with the array size doubling when needed, main operations 
require amortized constant time
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queues

● First-In First-Out (FIFO) data structures
● three main implementations:

● singly-linked list: pointers to first and last node in queue
● circular linked list: pointer to last node in queue
● fixed-size circular array: start index, end index. Arithmetic is 

done modulo the array size 
● be able to implement offer and poll for at least the first 

and third
● the main operations are constant time
● double-ended queues have the operations of both stacks 

and queues
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infix, prefix, and postfix expressions

● infix: operator is between operands, needs precedence, 
parentheses

● prefix: operator is before operands
● postfix: operator is after operands
● implementing infix and prefix expressions requires an 

operand stack and an operator stack
● implementing postfix expressions only requires an 

operand stack: whenever an operator is encountered, 
pop the operands off the stack, execute the operation, 
and push the result

● remember that integer operations round down
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random numbers

● truly random numbers require an unpredictable 
physical process

● pseudo random numbers are unpredictable 
rather than random

● for example, n' = (n * 45913 + 4137) % 65536 
generates 16-bit random numbers: starting from 
1, we get 50050, 61019, 36556, 22805, 46966, 
23087, 18304, ...

● note in this example the last bit (even/odd) 
always alternates between 0 and 1
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binary trees

●

●     tree nomenclature: root, parent, child, subtree, ancestor, 
descendant, level, height, etc

●     each node has zero, one, or two children/subtrees
●     balanced trees: height of each subtree differs by no more 

than one, recursively
●     in a balanced tree, height is O(log nodes)
●     complete binary trees: all nodes on last level are at the left, 

all other leaves are on the previous level
●     perfect binary trees: 2h-1 nodes for tree height h
●     most operations are O(height), but traversal is O(nodes)
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binary search trees

● binary trees where all values in left subtree are less than value in root, all values 
in right subtree are greater than value in root

● finding value is easy
● adding values (that are not already in the tree) is easy: find the correct leaf, and 

add to the left or right
● removing values at a leaf is easy
● removing values at an interior node requires replacing that node (value) by a 

value lower in the tree: for a tree with both subtrees, but the leftmost node of the 
right subtree or the rightmost node of the left subtree

● implementation can be recursive or iterative
● arbitrary classes that extend Comparable provide the compareTo method
● x.compareTo(y) returns:

● a negative number if x < y
● zero if x.equals(y) (more or less)
● a positive number if x > y
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tree traversal

● depth-first:
● pre-order: node, left subtree, right subtree
● in-order: left subtree, node, right subtree
● post-order: left subtree, right subtree, node 

● in each case, this is a recursive definition
● breadth-first: node, then its siblings, then their children in order
● a tree structure might provide three or more different iterators
● pre-order, post-order, and breadth-first work well even on trees 

that are not binary trees (inorder doesn't)
● depth-first can be implemented either recursively, or using a stack
● breadth-first can be implemented using a queue
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lambda expressions

● lambda expressions are Java expressions 
whose value is callable

● the type must be defined in an interface that 
has a single method

● the expression has the form

parameter list -> { computation }

● application is like calling a method
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heaps

● a heap is:
● a complete binary tree
● usually stored in an array
● in which each node has the heap property:

– for a max heap, the node is less than or equal to its parent, and greater than or equal to its 
children

– for a min heap, the node is greater than or equal to its parent, and less than or equal to its 
children 

● when a heap is stored in an array, it is automatically a complete binary 
tree as long as all the values are stored as far to the left as possible.

● when inserting, insert at the end of the array, then reheapify upwards, by 
swapping values until the heap condition holds again

● when removing, remove the top value (at index 0) and replace it with the 
rightmost value. Then, reheapify downwards, by swapping the parent with 
the largest (or least) of its children, until the heap condition holds again 
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runtime analysis

● constant time: stack and queue insertion and 
deletion, linked list insertion or deletion at the 
front, linked list insertion at the back if a tail pointer 
is kept

● log time if doubling the size of the problem 
increases the time by a constant: binary search, 
balanced tree insertion, deletion, find, heap 
insertion or removal

● linear time: ordered linked list insertion or deletion, 
worst case tree insertion, deletion, or find
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implementation

● exam questions may expect you to be able to implement 
methods covered in class, such as from classes:
● ArrayStack.java
● LinkedStack.java
● BinarySearch.java (and the iterative equivalent)
● LinkedListRec.java
● BinarySearchTree.java 

● if any of these are asked, a description of the method would 
be given

● you may have to come up with the method return type and 
parameters. This is especially important for recursive 
methods
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